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CHAPTER 1: 

THE PURPOSE 
The purpose of this ebook is to give you the most practical and therefore 

the most actionable steps on what to say to start a conversation with 

anyone, no matter if it’s with a stranger in a grocery store or a beautiful 

woman in a bar. But why learn how to start a conversation? What’s the 

purpose of learning the skill of conversation starters and the art of meeting 

new people? 

  

Imagine you’re in a new city, maybe you were send there for a work 

assignment from your job. You’re by yourself, bored and decide to go 

explore the town. You go out, but you don’t know where to go or what to 

do. You end up finding a crowded bar; the energy is great, the crowd is 

divided into small groups made up of people that already know each other. 

 You’re already at the bar, you want to make friend and meet people, but 

you feel weird walking up to a group of people you’ve never met and just 

start talking. An hour passes by and you’re still sitting there by yourself. 

After a few drinks you get some courage; you finally decided that you’ll try 

to meet new people. You walk up to a stranger and introduce yourself. 



They just awkwardly reply with “Um… Hi” while trying to figure out if they 

know you or if they should even care to. After what seems like forever, 

they excuse themselves to get away from you and leave you with the nice 

— but ever so demeaning — “It was nice meeting you,” a phase that really 

means “Um, nice try on your attempt on meeting me, but I’m leaving this 

awkward conversation.” 

You don’t have to be on a work assignment in a different city to feel this 

hopeless feeling of loneliness. How many times have you been out, seen 

people that you wanted to meet — like a group of cute girls, or the 

stranger next to you — but don’t know what to say. The art of starting a 

conversation is a powerful and useful skill that will help you form 

meaningful relationships, make powerful connections, and eliminate 

shyness. 16 Barz Vol. 1 is designed give you what I call “training wheels” 

which is a word-for-word play on what to say, with a quick breakdown on 

why these conversation starters work.      

  Any conversation starter (which are also are known as an opener), 

whether they are from this ebook or from another source or even a 

conversation starter you make up on the spot, are separated into five 

different environments. By environments, I mean the setting and premise 



in which they are used. For example, a coffee shop, work event, or loud 

nightclub all are different environments, therefore, they require a different 

type of conversation starter. The environment also dictates the purpose of 

the conversation starter. For instance, a conversation starter at a job fair is 

most likely for  the purpose of making connections that will help or even 

start your career, compared to a conversation starter at a singles cruise 

ship which mostly has the purpose of hooking up with someone that night. 

  



CHAPTER 2: 

THE FIVE ENVIRONMENTS: 
1. Extreme High Energy:  For this ebook we will shorten it to E.H.E. 

These would be places like a Burning man event or EDM fest where 

there’s very loud music, drugs, and alcohol with people running, jumping, 

dancing, and screaming.   

THIS IS NOT A NIGHTCLUB SETTING; this is way beyond a nightclub 

setting. The comparison I like to use to illustrate the difference is think of a 
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nightclub like a Mustang Shelby GT500 and these EHE environments are 

like Formula One race cars. A Mustang Shelby is pretty fast, but nothing 

compared to a Formula One race car. Yes, they’re both cars, but one is in 

a league of its own.  

For the purpose of this ebook, I am not going to give much input on EHE 

conversation openers for two reasons. The first is that a lot of these events 

are such random, alcohol and drug-fueled events that it’s hard to pinpoint 

what works. One of my best friends that attends these type of events has 

told me crazy stories. Like one time a girl that was high just walked up to 

him, grabbed his dick and started making out with him. They had sex in 

the parking lot in a car with the windows down in broad daylight. Another 

time he approached a group of girls, they started talking and one girl 

started crying, why? Well, he said that her friends said “she gets 

emotional” when she mixes molly (MDMA drug) and alcohol. Another time, 

a girl ran up to him, made out with him, and then yelled at him for not 

having a blue shirt on and walked away (yes, true story). Because this 

setting is so random, it’s hard to know what works. 

The second reason is that I personally have never been to these type of 

events, so I don’t want fake the funk and pretend to teach something I 



know nothing about. The only thing I can say is: I guess try to something 

you would try in a nightclub?     

2. High Energy Environment (H.E.E.)  

 Ok, now these environments are nightclubs, bars, live music events, 

interactive networking events, and parties — types of places where there 

are a lot of people, medium 

to loud music, and alcohol is 

involved. If there’s a dance 

floor and it’s packed, then 

that’s an H.E.E. 

3. Chill Energy Environment (C.E.E.) 

These types of environments are places like a speakeasy lounge, a low-

energy bar, a work event (office Christmas party), family reunion or get-

togethers, dinner parties, and networking events. There might be some 

music playing, but it’s soft enough where it’s more like background music 

instead of music you would dance to. Sure, there might be alcohol, but 

you can tell that it’s not a place where anyone is going to get drunk — 



more like a small buzz. In some of these events, you will see people 

bringing their kids. The reason I call this a Chill Energy instead of a Mid-

Energy Environment is because these events give out that cool and chill 

vibe. Think of a place James Bond or Alex Hitchens (Will Smith’s character 

in the movie “Hitch”) would go to.  

Another reason I call it a Chill Energy Environment instead of Mid-

Energy Environment is because I want you to have the mindset of being 

cool. What do I mean by cool? By cool, I mean that you bring a 10% 

higher energy then the environment you’re in. I don’t mean that if you’re in 
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a nightclub (H.E.E) you start jumping around and yelling. No, I mean that 

you’re 10% louder then the music and talk more with  your body language, 

Like using your hands to explain things or  having explosive body 

expression. For example, I was telling a story to a group of girls in a loud 

nightclub one time. In the story, I explained how a soccer ball was 

launched into a friend’s stomach and how it caused him to clench his 

stomach. To express this, I grabbed my own stomach, bucketed my knees, 

and bended over a little in an exaggerated manner. This type of body 

expression helps to get and keep people’s attention while overcoming the 

loud music. I told the same story to a group of people in a networking 

event, but since it wasn’t a loud venue, I played-down the body gestures 

and exaggerations.    

 This mindset will help you with both your body language and the volume 

your voice is set. One of the biggest mistakes a lot of people make when 

meeting new people is not bringing enough energy into the interaction. I 

hate when I work with a client and they tell me that the music is too loud, 

so therefore they can’t get people’s attention. If you bring 10% more 

energy to the environment, you can solve this problem. Then you will 

naturally be loud enough for people to hear, but not too loud that you’re 

yelling at people. 



Remember this rule always be 10% more energetic than the 

environment you’re in. 

4. Normal Everyday Environments (N.E.E.)   

These are like the name implies: normal, everyday locations like a gas 

station, coffee shop, fast food place, or grocery store; places that have 

people in them but are not meant to be a place where you normally go to 

meet people. Yes, there’s a potential to met someone there and that’s why 

I have included conversation starters for these types of environments in 

this ebook.  
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5. Tense Energy Environments (T.E.E.) 

These are your funerals, courtrooms, and any place where you need to 

be 100% serious; where the vibe is that of sadness, anger, nervousness, 

and the like.   

 The reason we needed to cover these different types of environments is 

because every type of conversation starter (opener) ever invented is best 

used in an environment that helps it grow into a full conversation. That’s 

the purpose of an opener: to transition into a conversation. Even openers 

that you makeup yourself fall under this premise, just like its name implies, 

it’s to “start” the conversation or “open” the other person up to talk to you. 

With that in mind, here are the four most important rules of starting any 

conversation.  



CHAPTER 3: 

THE FOUR RULES 

 1. Bring Enough Energy    

Like I stated earlier, you need to bring 10% more energy into the 

conversation, especially if you’re the one starting it. This way, you capture 

your audience’s attention, especially if you’re in a H.E.E. You should be 

louder and more captivating then your environment. On the opposite end, 

if you don’t bring enough energy to the interaction, then you start to bore 

people. If you bore people, why would they want to continue talking to 

you? By bringing energy to the conversation, you wake people up that 

might feel tired, capture people’s attention when they’re bored, and add a 

little bit of energy into their lives by not being plain boring. The reason I 

say bring only 10% and not more is because you don’t want to be too 

hyper. By being to energetic, you run the risk of coming off as a caffeine-

addicted salesman, only there to entertain them like a circus clown.  



2.  Change Topics. 

One thing that kills an interaction is staying on the same topic for too 

long, especially if it’s the topic that started the conversation. As I train 

people on how to be more charismatic and get over their social anxiety, I 

see them start a conversation successfully using a conversational opener I 

taught them, but then they get stuck talking about the same conversational 

opener for the entire conversation. I can see the person they are talking to 

start to get bored and even annoyed.  

The reason something like this can happen is that the person that 

started the conversation doesn’t know how to transition from one topic to a 

totally different topic. This is not a lack of conversational skill as it’s more a 

bad belief they have developed throughout the years. I am not going to get 

into what this belief is or even how to effectively transition from one topic 

to a completely different topic here in this ebook, mainly because I have 

other material coming out that covers that, and a video that covers this in 

much more detail coming out soon. But for now, whenever you’re starting 

a conversation, you should just change the topic within the first 30 

seconds to  two minutes of starting the conversation.    
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3.  Take Action 

To start any conversation, you have to take action, plan and simple. I 

mean, what more can I say? Hopefully with this word-for-word ebook on 

what to say to start a conversation, it can help you to start taking action.   

4.  Use the Right Opener for the Right Situation.  

Every opener, whether it’s pre-planned  (a scripted or canned) or 

spontaneous, has an environment that it thrives in. For example, an 

opener like, “You’re kind of cute, who are you?” is neither a good nor bad 

way to start a conversation with a person you find attractive. It depends on 

these key factors: 

  

1. Your Delivery  

2. Compliance of the other person 

3. The Environment   

How to work on your delivery is covered in the video version of this 

ebook which you can get here. Compliance is simply how likely is 

someone willing to be interrupted and the purpose of the interruption. For 

example, if you try to stop someone who is running to catch a bus with the 

sole purpose of starting a conversation with them, they will likely ignore 
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you; they are on a low level of complying with you. But if you stop this 

some person with the purpose of informing them that they dropped their 

cellphone, then this person is 100 times more likely to stop for you, or 

comply, with your interruption due to the importance of the purpose of the 

interruption.  

Lastly, if the environment is wrong, then your opener won’t work. For 

example, let’s say I walk up to a group inside of a restaurant and use the 

following question as my opener: “Excuse me, where is a great restaurant 

to eat around here?” This is stupid and won’t work to start a conversation, 

not because it’s a bad conversational opener, but because I’m already at a 

restaurant. It may sound silly that anyone would ask that, but I want to 

make a point: the environment matters. Here is one last example, this 

example was from a client of mine. He was working with me to get over 

his social shyness and one night he went to a popular nightclub by 

himself. He tried to meet people, but he said that everyone ignored him. I 

asked him what his conversation starter was. Once he told me, I instantly 

knew what the issue was. He was saying “Hi, so, how are you liking this 

place so far.” This is an opener mainly used for networking events like 

career fairs, live presentations, and meet and greets for companies,. Not a 

good opener to use in a loud, overpopulated, drug and alcohol-fueled 



nightclub. So, make sure to keep your environment in mind; analyzing 

your environment will help you develop the art of calibration, which as I 

stated earlier is the most important principle when it comes to human 

interaction.  

There is one last factor that determines an environment: something I like 

to call the “Serious Silly Sexual” gage. 



CHAPTER 4: 

THE SILLY SERIOUS SEXUAL 
GAGE  

The Silly Serious Sexual Gage (3S Gage, for short), is to measure if the 

environment is playful , and if so, how playful; Or if it’s a serious 

environment, how serious; or if it’s a sexual environment,  how sexual, and 

to combine all three into a ranking so that you can have an idea of what is 

ok and not ok conversation starter, topics, and jokes to bring up. You don’t 

want to bring up divorce jokes at an engagement party or be that creep 

that attempts to flirt with a widow at her husband’s funnel.  

However, I made this gage to help people with one of the BIGGEST 

keys to becoming a charismatic and attractive person: the art of subtlety. 

Knowing how subtle you have to be in an interaction will help you make 

more meaningful relationships that will open up doors, either to the 

boardroom, bedroom, or both. Ask yourself: can you flirt with a single 

mother in front of her child and all her friends? Yes, if you’re subtle about 

it. Can you make an offensive joke that manages to get people laughing 

instead of offended at the office party? Yes, if you do it with subtlety. So, 



this gage will help you estimate the level subtlety you will need for each 

environment. Below is the S3 Gage; keep in mind that this is a guideline, 

so use it as such. 

S1 = Non-sexual / serious situation — Think of a funeral or courtroom. 

S2 = Small banter/compliments —  A business meeting, a meeting with 

your boss or client.  

S3 = Clean jokes, ambiguous sexual tension with ambiguous flirtation — 

Think of a work event or going to your best friend’s  event or even a busy 

coffee shop.  

S4 = Flirting, dirty jokes and sexual implications — An example of sexual 

implication are things like misinterpreting some of the things she says into 

her hitting on you or trying to have sex with you. For example, “If that’s 

your way of flirting with me then you’ll have to do better. You’re not going 

to have sex with me by saying that.” One-on-one situations like 

approaching her with the intentions of flirting with her, a bar, club, party, in 

a park, mall, coffee shop.  



S5 = High sexual energy, high sexual tension, no humor — Keep this 

energy in a place sex can possibly happen.  

Knowing how and when to be subtle is the first step of learning the most 

important principle of human interaction: calibration. Calibration, in short, 

is knowing how to read the person, knowing how to read the group and 

the environment. If you’ve ever seen the Sherlock Homes movies or tv 

show (The BBC version), you seen how Sherlock can walk up to a random 

person, look them up and down and — without that person speaking to 

them — can instantly tell their age, job title, hobbies, what they had for 

breakfast, etc.  Learn the art of calibration and you can do the same, but 

maybe not as dramatic as Sherlock Homes. So, hopefully this guideline 

can get you started.   



CHAPTER 5: 

THE 16 BEST 
CONVERSATIONAL OPENERS  

We are finally here. I first had to explain some important details and 

prime your mindset on what makes a conversational starter work. Now, it’s 

time to give you the word-by-word play. Below are 16 of the best 

conversation starters with a brief breakdown on why they work.  

Let’s start with the simple but effective ones. The more powerful ones I 

saved through the end.     

1. What are you drinking/eating? 

2. What brought you here today? 

3. Hi, so, how are you liking this place so far? 

4. Hi, my name is ______________.  



Environment: C.E.E.  

S3 Gage: 2 and 3  

The Breakdown: these are easy to use,.  What makes them powerful 

and effective is that it puts the other person on the spot. By asking them a 

simple but direct question, it makes it easy for them to answer. No matter 

how they answer, you will have enough material to continue the 

conversation. Whether they answer it and they themselves start talking 

about the drink or if they just give a one word answer, or even if they are 

rude and say something like, “Why are you asking?” or worst still —  say 

nothing — you will have enough material to continue the conversation. 

How, well by using an improv technique called “yes and” or what I call the 

“jump off” I would to keep this ebook short and concise, so these 

techniques are explain in detail in the video version of 16 Barz.  

5. Nice cut, who's your barber? (for men) 

      Nice hairdo, who did your hair? (for women) 

Environment: C.E.E. and N.E.E.   

S3 Gage: 2 and 3 
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The Breakdown: This is great because it’s both a compliment and 

question. This in particular usually gets the other person to open up and 

talk about their barber or hairstylist. I swear, every time I ask a guy who 

cut their hair, they go into a mini sales pitch for their barber; How he’s the 

best in town, what barbershop he works out of, and a detailed description 

of what he looks like so that you can find him inside the shop. The funniest 

description I’ve heard so far was, “He always wears a red cap on 

backwards. He’s looks like a llama that knows how to rap.” They also tell 

me to let their barber know that they sent me. “Hey, when you see him, tell 

him Lil Peanut aka Kevin sent you.” They do it like they are getting a 

commission or something. The key is to only ask people who have good or 

great haircuts.   

6. Excuse me, what’s a good bar/club/restaurant to go to? One that’s not 

too mainstream, one of those hidden spots that only the locals know 

about? Maybe a place you like going to? 

Environment: C.E.E. and N.E.E.   

S3 Gage: 2 and 3 



When I travel, I love to use this one because it does multiple things. (But 

honestly even when I’m in my hometown I use this one.) First, most 

people love to help out when they can if it’s with something simple like 

directions or recommendations. Second, this part of the question — “One 

of those hidden spots that only the locals know about” — does one major 

thing on its own. It gives you recommendations on bars/clubs/restaurants 

that you might have never heard of or been to. Recommendations to nice 

hidden spots in your town or city, some of these spots are such in-the-

know that some local celebrities and elite people go to which is a great 

way to make connections. So, instead of going to the “tourist trap” in your 

town, you get to go somewhere new and exclusive.  (Tourist trap: a place 

that’s popular but overrated and usually not that fun and usually an 

expensive place. A place whose  sole purpose is selling you over priced 

drinks/food and services for no other reason then it’s a “popular” tourist 

attraction.)  

Lastly, by asking the last part “Or a place you like going to,” it makes it 

easy for them to come up with a few places. So, even if they don’t know 

any cool, exclusive spots, they can still give you a recommendation. The 

best part is that since they recommended it, it’s a likely chance they go 

there, so you might even run into them when you go. If you see them 



there, you can easily engage them and their friends in a conversation. If 

you’re like me, and go out by yourself, by seeing them in the spot they 

recommended, you now have instant friends. This is powerful because 

you not only made the initial person a friend, but they most likely will 

introduce you to their friends, and you make more friends. If there are 

attractive singles in the group, then it’s even better.  

  

Ok, now we are starting to get into conversational openers that can be 

use both to start a normal conversation or to start to flirt with someone you 

find attractive. These few openers are ambiguous enough to keep a 

conversation platonic but subtle enough to turn the conversation in a 

flirtatious direction if you want to. The subtle ambiguity in these openers is 

what makes them work in multiple environments.  

7. Hey, I haven't met you yet. What's your name?  

I also like to deliver this line like this”  

Hey, I haven't met you yet. Who are you? 

Environment: C.E.E. and H.E.E.   

S3 Gage: 2, 3, and 4 



The Breakdown: The first part of this opener “Hey, I haven't met you yet” 

states a few subtle things about you and your confidence level. By stating 

that you haven’t met them yet, you’re telling them that you’re social 

enough and confident enough to meet everyone in the room/place. This 

implies that you must do it this often, that is meet new people and that you 

must have lots of friends. It also implies that you must be popular. Since 

what is popular is usually looked at as good, that must mean you’re good. 

What is popular is popular for a reason.  

Even if something or someone is popular for a bad reason, people are 

so intrigued by that popularity that they tend to stick around to find out 

more. A good example of this is to  think about who makes the news. If a 

celebrity does something wrong, everyone wants to find out more; they’ll 

watch TV, YouTube, or read articles to find out what the celebrity did and 

why. The same goes if the celebrity does something good. Ironically, if the 

celebrity does something good, people care but they don’t care about it for 

long. But if they do something wrong, the celebrity is on the news — and 

therefore popular — for weeks. This is an important lesson in human 

nature; people are more attractive to adverse nature than they are to 

positive nature. To put it simply, people like bad boys more than the good 

guys.   



Another reason the first half is great, is that it can be used in multiple 

environments and settings. It’s great for business networking events, 

social events, if you get invited to a friend’s family event, a busy bar, or 

loud night club. The second half, “What’s your name,” is just a natural 

follow-up to the first half.  

However, what about when it’s delivered with, “Hey, I haven't met you 

yet. Who are you?” This last line is extremely effective for several reasons. 

It’s extremely powerful to use with meet people you’re attracted to. To 

understand why, I honestly encourage you to see the video breakdown 

which you can get here. 

   

8. Let me get your opinion on (the new item you’re thinking of buying, a 

topic you and a friend disagreed on, or a trending topic.) 

OR  

Let me ask you: what do you think about (a new item you just bought or 

thinking of buying, a topic you and a friend disagreed on, or an interesting 

topic that occurred on the news.) Here are a few ideas: 
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• A movie or series to start watching on Netflix or Hulu 

• Travel destinations for vacation 

• Relationship topics  

I included detailed examples below after the breakdown.  

Environment: C.E.E. N.E.E. and SOME H.E.E (You can use this in 

almost any sitting, I have used them while in line at a coffee shop, in a 

grocery store, and at high-end dinner parties. However, DON’T use them 

in loud nightclubs. These conversational openers don’t do well in loud, 

alcohol-filled environments, especially if there’s a dance floor. But they will 

do great in other H.E.E.s. A rule of thumb for this type of opener — and 

any type of opener: the louder the environment is, the shorter the opener 

should be)   

S3 Gage: 2, 3, and 4 

The Breakdown: Many years ago, when I started to how learn how to 

get over my social anxiety, I was introduced to the pick-up artist 

community. I learned a lot of techniques that helped me, as well as a lot of 

techniques that actually hurt my progress. One technique I learned was 

opinion openers. That’s when you start the conversation by asking 

someone their opinion. Asking someone their opinion on something might 



be an old pick-up artist technique, but it’s an effective technique and that's 

why I included here. Opinion openers can be used to start conversations 

with both men or women and it’s a perfect tool for when you can’t think of 

anything to say. In fact, it can restart the conversation when you run out of 

things to say or the conversation starts to die down. Opinion openers are 

extremely effective in starting a conversation for the following reasons.  

First, people love to give their opinions on things. Just look at how many 

critics you have online. People have made a full-time living on YouTube by 

being a movie critic, music critic, book critic, fashion critic, political critics, 

and so on. Most of these people have no background in the field they are 

talking about. I see movie critics on YouTube who give their opinions on a 

movie, even though most of them have never been to film school, never 

created any kind of film, and never studied film before creating a YouTube 

channel. However, from listening to their opinions, you would think that 

they have Ph.Ds. in film making. The point I'm making is that everyone 

loves to give their opinions on topics. So, by asking someone's opinion on 

something, it opens them up to conversation if you do it the right way, 

which I explain more in the video version of this ebook which you can get 

here. This goes into the next reason why opinion openers work so 

effectively: People feel that their opinion is right and therefore by giving 
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you their opinions on things, they believe that they are giving you “good 

advice” and are helping you. People love to help others out; on a small 

level they do it to make themselves feel better about themselves.  

Another reason this type of opener is so effective is because it's can 

open up interesting intriguing topics to talk about. Just look at some of the 

examples below. This leads into another benefit which is that you start to 

learn how to tell an interesting story.  

Storytelling is one of the most important qualities that make up a 

charismatic person. This type of opener is a great tool to use to learn how 

to structure a story, how to work on your delivery, and how to capture your 

audience’s attention. Think of the opinion opener as your opening scene in 

your story, just like an opening scene in a movie. The last example I give 

is an example of how opinion openers can teach you storytelling. (Learn 

more about how to tell an interesting story by clicking here.)  

Below are a few examples of topics I have used as opinion openers. 

Note that all of these example are from my real-life experience. Whenever 

I had a small decision to make, I would use that as my topic to start 

conversations with people. That’s the trick:: Take a few questions you 
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have or small decision you have to make, and turn it into an opinion 

opener. 

• Excuse me, can I get your opinion on something? I have a two-week 

vacation and I don’t whether to go explore South America for or 

backpack through the streets of Europe. Which one sounds more fun 

to you? 

• Let me ask your opinion of something. My friend and I are arguing 

on who’s better: Kevin Hart or Dave Chappell? 

• Let me ask your opinion of something. What’s a good series to start 

watching on Netflix? 

• Let me ask you in your opinion. What’s better: Instagram or 

Snapchat? (Side note: I used this at a business networking event to 

learn which one of these is better to use to grow your audience for 

your business. That night I used it again to start a conversation with a 

group of girls at a bar, but instead of asking which one is better to use 

to grow a business, I just ask which one they like to use more. It 

worked extremely well and I ended up taking one of the girls the on a 



date that week. Opinion openers can be used for both serious and 

social events)  

Lastly, the example below is an example of how an opinion opener can 

teach you the basics of storytelling.   

• Let me ask your opinion of something, what do you think about my 

girlfriend being good friends with my ex? (Let them answer before 

continuing) The reason I am asking is because I used to live in Virginia 

Beach for a few years, where I dated my ex for a bit. After we broke-

up, I moved down here. I have only been down here for a few months 

and I started dating my current girlfriend for three months. We started 

getting serious about our relationship recently.   One day, she told me 

that her good friend from college was coming down to visit her and her 

family, I don’t think anything about it (have a short moment of silence 

after delivering this line) Then other day she invited me to her house 

where her parents house and her best friend was there. When I 

walked in I saw that her good friend was my ex-girlfriend. (have a 

short moment of silence after delivering this line) We both pretended 

not to know each other. I couldn’t stay long at the get-together my 

girlfriend had because I had to go to work. This morning I had a talk 

with my girlfriend and told her the truth which she already found out 



from her friend. She says that it doesn’t matter and she doesn’t care, 

but I don’t believe her. A week ago, she came up with the idea that we 

should move in together and to take our relationship to the next level, 

but when I brought it up again today, she says that it’s not a good idea, 

that the relationship is still too young. I didn’t know that they where 

friends and she didn’t know we dated; my ex is really private and won’t 

post pictures of herself or others on Facebook, so no one from her 

past really knew about us dating. What do you guys think is really 

going on in her mind? Do you guys feel that she feels some type of 

way now that she knows that I dated her friend? 

   Once again, I encourage you to come up with some of your own.    

The next types of conversational openers are meant to start 

conversations with someone you find attractive, with the purpose of 

getting this person's phone number and even take them out on a date. 

Each open is structured to convey your interest in them without coming off 

needy and to show them a glimpse of your attractive qualities. But the key 

to making these types of openers work is your delivery.   



9. You're kind of cute, who are you? 

10. There's something interesting about you; I had to come and find 

out what it is. 

11. You got an interesting look; I had to come see if you’re as 

intriguing as you look. 

12. What's up with you, what's your story? 

13. You look like trouble, who are you?  

Environment: N.E.E. and H.E.E.   

S3 Gage: 4 and 5  

The Breakdown: The first half of all of these openers, the parts that are 

in bold letters, does one impactful and effective thing: They all convey that 

you’re interested in the person without being needy and without coming off 

as someone who’s desperate. It states that you find the other person 

attractive but you’re not fully sold on them yet. Most people (especially 

guys), when they find someone attractive, they instantly like the person 



without knowing the them. They instantly want to hangout with that person 

or take them on a date solely base of that person’s looks and the other 

person knows this. Knowing that they didn’t have to do anything to get 

your attention, that they didn’t have to work hard to get you to like them, 

gives them all of the power in the interaction. Also, it robs the mystery in 

the courtship; they know that you already like them so there’s no seductive 

suspense. without that suspense, it makes the interaction boring. It’s like 

going to watch a new movie and someone spoils the ending. By knowing 

how a movie is going to end, it ruins your moviegoing experience. Lastly, if 

you come off needy, if the other person already know that they can have 

you, then in their eyes, you must not be that valuable; you’re too easy to 

get. Things (including people) that are easy to get, are usually thought of 

as cheap and not of good quality. It’s better to be ambiguous Let’s break 

down some of the key points that help you convey your interest in them 

without making you sound needy. 

The parts of the sentences that are in bold letters convey that you do 

find them attractive but that you’re not 100% wowed by just their looks. A 

person who values themself needs more than just a pretty face to wow 

them. The second half of these sentences, (the half that are in black) are 



powerful statements. It states that you’re a person with standards (which 

you should have standards and boundaries) and that you want to know in 

a polite but firm way if this person meets your standards. You’re trying to 

find out what besides their looks makes them unique.  

You might be thinking “Who am I to be asking these types of questions?” 

or “Why would they even answer me?”  

Well, the thing is that people with high value are the types of people that 

use these types of openers. One of the things that makes someone high-

value is having standards and going after people that meet these 

standards. These types of openers help establish that you’re a person that 

knows what you want and aren’t afraid to go after it. People find it 

attractive when a person knows what they want and they go after it. So, by 

asking the person those questions like “who are you?” or saying, “I had to 

come see if you’re as intriguing as you look,” you’re portraying an 

attractive quality. I can go into more detail, but for now I want to keep if 

short.  

Lastly, these are great to use in setting like a grocery store or a 

nightclub. I have used these at gas stations, when I was buying groceries, 

and when I have taken girls out on dates that I have met from these 



places, using these types of openers. But I have also used these types of 

conversational openers at loud nightclubs and bars and have gotten 

results. Number 13 (“You look like trouble, who are you?”) is one of my 

favorite ones to use in a nightclub. By saying that the girl looks like 

trouble, it makes it fun and playful. They always answer by asking, “What 

makes me look like trouble,” or “I am trouble, you probably can’t handle 

me,” or “No, I’m sweet and innocent.” All of these answers give me 

enough material to create an interesting, flirtatious, and playful back and 

forth banter with them.  

14.  You look interesting enough where I don’t need alcohol to talk to 

you, but I might need alcohol to deal with your personality. Nah, I pretty 

sure you’re nice — sometimes.… 

 Environment: N.E.E. and H.E.E.   

S3 Gage: 4 and 5  

The Breakdown: This opener has the same principles as the ones above 

(Numbers 9 to 13), but it’s more playful. 



15. Hey, can I get your opinion on _____. You know what, never mind. 

You're kind of cute, who are you?  

Environment: N.E.E. and H.E.E.   

S3 Gage: 4 and 5  

The Breakdown: I love this one because it mixes two types of openers: 

an opinion opener and a more direct opener. It uses the, “Hey, can I get 

your opinion on _____” to, in a sense, lower their guard. Then the second 

half — “You know what never-mind. You're kind of cute, who are you?” — 

to convey your interest in them in an attractive, non-needy way. It also 

flatters the other person; you found them so attractive that you changed 

your mind on the question you wanted to ask, just to find out who they are 

but by doing it in a non-creepy way.  

16. Improvisation  

Honestly, some of my best conversational starters where things I made 

up on the spot; things I said in the moment which can’t be replicated. 

Coming up with something fresh that’s in the moment is, honestly, the best 

way to open up a conversation. The only trouble with that is if you’re 



someone like I was a few years back, you can’t come up with anything. My 

mind would go blank, I would freeze in the moment. If you’re anything like 

me in the past, then I suggest doing the following: First, I learned a few 

conversational openers like the ones in this ebook. Second, I worked on 

my delivery. This helped me get over my social shyness and fear of talking 

to people.  

Once I had a few conversational openers that I knew by heart and I 

have used them a few times, the last thing I did was to push myself to 

come up something that was in the moment to start the conversation. I 

used a trick I learned from an improv show I watched. Once you see 

someone you want to talk to, you have to walk up to them without thinking 

and deliver this line: “Excuse me, you know what I noticed about you?” 

Whether they say anything or not, after a 3 second pause you have to 

finish your sentence; You have to tell them what you noticed about them. 

This little trick forces you to come up with something on the spot. The key 

to this exercise is not to think ahead of time. It’s meant for you to come up 

with something in that moment after you delivered your line. 



CONCLUSION 

CLOSING THOUGHTS 
I hope this ebook was helpful and that you can use the techniques that are 

in this ebook to start, not only a conversation, but hopefully meaningful 

relationships and connections with people. I was someone who dealt with 

social shyness, anxiety around people, and extremely low self-esteem. 

But after years of learning how to be more charismatic and confidence, I 

noticed that every charismatic and confident person had a pattern. I 

started studying their pattern and created a simple and practical system to 

teach myself charisma and confident. I shared a small sample of that 

system in this ebook with you in the hopes that it gives you enough 

practical knowledge to take action. I truly hope that you enjoyed this small 

ebook and that it has helped you in some way. Thank you for taking the 

time to read it. I would love to hear your feedback and questions. Please, 

email me at whybeconfident@gmail.com or reach me on Instagram 

@franzstfleur  ( https://www.instagram.com/franzstfleur/) Thanks again for 

reading this.  

Franz St-Fleur 

https://www.instagram.com/franzstfleur/


P.S.   

The act of starting a conversation with people is only one part of becoming 

a better communicator and only one part of becoming a charismatic 

person. If you want to learn more on how to become more charismatic or 

get over your social anxiety and become more confident, then visit my 

website franzstfleur.com In addition, here is the video version where I 

breakdown the art of starting a conversation in detail https://www.

16bars.club/16-barz-online-course-sales-page 

http://franzstfleur.com
https://www.16bars.club/16-barz-online-course-sales-page
https://www.16bars.club/16-barz-online-course-sales-page

